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Abstract: With the constant increase in energy demand, using renewable energy has become a
priority. Geothermal energy is a widely available, constant source of renewable energy that has
shown great potential as an alternative source of energy in achieving global energy sustainability
and environment protection. When exploiting geothermal energy, whether is for heating or cooling
buildings or generating electricity, a ground heat exchanger (GHE) is the most important component,
whose performance can be easily improved by following the latest design aspects. This article focuses
on the application of different types of GHEs with attention directed to deep vertical borehole heat
exchangers and direct expansion systems, which were not dealt with in detail in recent reviews.
The article gives a review of the most recent advances in design aspects of GHE, namely pipe
arrangement, materials, and working fluids. The influence of the main design parameters on the
performance of horizontal, vertical, and shallow GHEs is discussed together with commonly used
performance indicators for the evaluation of GHE. A survey of the available literature shows that
thermal performance is mostly a point of interest, while hydraulic and/or economic performance is
often not addressed, potentially resulting in non-optimal GHE design.

Keywords: shallow geothermal energy; ground heat exchanger; design and configuration; work-
ing fluids

1. Introduction

Geothermal energy is a renewable form of energy that can be used for electricity pro-
duction or can be utilized for heating and cooling applications [1]. The latter is commonly
described as low temperature, shallow geothermal energy use where ground resources up
to approximately 400 m below the surface are used. To do so, different types of ground heat
exchangers (GHEs) are buried underground to exchange heat with the surrounding soil.
Based on installation depth, systems are commonly divided into horizontal systems that are
installed just below the surface in excavated trenches and vertical systems where boreholes
are drilled to larger depths and grouted. In between, a group of shallow systems up to the
depth of 30 m in form of energy piles or large diameter helical coils exist. Geothermal sys-
tems can also be classified as open or closed systems [2]. In an open system configuration,
air or water from the surrounding flows through a heat exchanger, exchanging heat with
the underground, and is then used in heating, cooling, or ventilation systems. In a closed
configuration, secondary working fluid circulates in a heat exchanger in the closed-loop
and exchanges heat with the underground; therefore, only heat transfer is accounted for.

Ground coupled system efficiency is based on the stable underground temperature
that results from the combined effect of the ground thermal inertia that dampens the
temperature changes on the surface and continuous geothermal gradient [3]. Depending
on the depth, the underground temperature is higher in winter and lower in summer
compared to the outside air. Direct use of shallow geothermal energy is possible in the
ground-to-earth heat exchangers for partial or complete conditioning of inlet air used for
ventilation. The temperature level of the shallow underground usually is not enough to
fully cover cooling and heating needs, so ground heat exchangers are coupled to heat
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pumps (GSHP) [1,4]. Heat pump performance is strongly dependent on a heat sink and
source temperatures; therefore, it is imperative that the ground heat exchanger is designed
efficiently and cost-effectively, as installation costs increase with installation depth [5,6].

2. Literature Review

When the thermal performance of GHE is considered, the largest influence is attributed
to the underground thermal properties, as shown by different sensitivity analyses found in
the literature [7,8]. Authors also stress that relative differences in performance diminish
with the increase of ground thermal properties. Determination of local geological properties
can facilitate GHE performance. Numerical simulation of the EAHE (earth- to-air heat
exchanger) in different geotechnical profiles showed high relative improvements (around
60%) if the EAHE duct was installed in a higher conductive layer, even if better performing
soil was closer to the surface [9]. The use of dedicated backfill or coating material also
proves beneficial. Cuny et al. [10] developed a numerical heterogonous ground model
to evaluate the effect of the coating or backfill soil and soil moisture on the thermal
performance of EAHE. Improvement of 15.9% for the same soil with different moisture
content and 17.4% with different coating soils in a low humidity case demonstrated that
coating soil for the EAHE has a noticeable effect. A similar conclusion is made in the
numerical investigation of the horizontal ground heat exchanger (HGHE), where the height
of coating soil and moisture content can improve specific heat rate up to 50% [11]. Use of
backfill soil with moisture retention capacity is suggested, as water impregnation can
facilitate mitigation of soil thermal saturation [12]. The experimental analysis showed an
increase of average heat transfer rate in moist soil between 22.7% and 24.1% during cooling
and between 15.6% and 22.8% during heating operation, depending on moisture content
(5–20%) [13]. Instantaneous change of soil moisture due to rainfall is experimentally and
numerically investigated by Cuny et al. [14]. A laboratory-scale experimental setup was
used to simulate different rainfalls with varying intensity and time duration and their
effect on moisture content. Developed vertical profiles of moisture content were used
for numerical modeling of EAHE in moist soil. The numerical results showed an energy
enhancement from rainfall events: energy performance increases by 4% during the first 24 h
after the beginning of the rainfall and about 2% after a further 24 h. Investigation of GHE
operating under transient conditions conducted by several authors showed benefits of the
cyclic operation and use of metal pipe materials with higher thermal conductivity [15,16].
Surface conditions differently affect GHE systems. The performance of an open-type
horizontal system like EAHE is highly affected by ambient temperature, as shown by the
transient semi-analytical model of Rouag et al. [17]. Still, in the HGHE system, the annual
variation of surface temperature, damped by installation depth, has a small influence
on heat exchange compared to the piping layout [18]. If a multi-pipe configuration is
considered, the connection layout of the main distribution pipe and section parallel pipes
affects working medium distribution and pressure drop. U-type or L-type connection is
preferred over Z-type due to a smaller pressure drop (up to 36% difference), more uniform
airflow distribution (up to 80% higher uniformity), and an increased heat transfer rate (up
to 5.8%) [19,20]. In the case of a multilayered configuration, the staggered arrangement
of pipes increases the heat rate compared to a parallel arrangement. For the ratio of
the horizontal offset to the value of the distance between the upper and lower layer of
pipes equal to 1, the heat transfer rate is improved by 47% compared to the parallel pipe
layout [18].

The influence of the surface conditions diminishes with depth, as can be seen from
the numerical model that takes into account seasonal air temperature variations [21].
The analytical finite line source model developed by Rivera et al. showed that different
boundary conditions exhibit differences smaller than 5% for sufficiently long BHE (larger
than 50 m) [22]. The influence of heterogeneity in ground layers is also reduced when a heat
pump coupled to the vertical borehole heat exchanger is considered [23]. Two usual designs
of vertical GHE are coaxial BHE and U-tube BHE. Semi-analytical modeling of coaxial BHE
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is improved by Gordon et al. [24]. With an improved model, a variation of pipe material is
investigated (an insulated inner pipe, steel outer pipe) and compared to standard HDPE as
the baseline case. A steel outer pipe was concluded to have a greater impact on reducing the
depth of BHE. Similar conclusions were obtained by Oh et al. [25] based on experimental
studies of the heat exchange performance of various coaxial-type GHE. Four different
50-m deep coaxial GHE were constructed in a testbed with different grouting material,
pipe diameter, and material. It was concluded that thermal performance is improved
by increasing pipe diameter and thermal conductivity of pipe and grouting material,
but improvements are not linear, so they should be optimized based on construction cost.
Performance analysis of U-tube BHE was done by Kerme and Fung [26] with the help of
an unsteady heat transfer simulation. To further avoid climate and environmental impact
on the performance of GHE and to increase heat extraction, drilling a deeper borehole
represents a good solution, as shown by Deng et al. [27]. To assess the potential use of
DBHE and to further improve this promising new technology, numerical simulations are
mostly used to investigate the heat transfer process. Because of a geothermal gradient,
numerical and analytical models for shallower BHE cannot be used. Numerical simulations
are often time-consuming, so Fang et al. [28] developed a model and numerical algorithm
for analyzing DBHE that is both efficient and accurate. Numerical models of heat transfer
in DBHE were also made by Song et al. [29] (unsteady-state) and Liu et al. [30] (model
with logarithmic discretization in a radial direction). The CFD model for DBHE close to
magma intrusion was made by Renaud et al. [31]. To enable faster design and calculation
of DBHE, analytical models were necessary. As mentioned, the geothermal gradient is
significant, so the models for BHE do not apply to DBHE. Analytical heat transfer models
for coaxial DBHE were presented by Pan et al. [32] and Luo et al. [33]. These models had
simplified heat transfer, so further improvement in analytical modeling of heat transfer in
DBHE was made by Luo et al. [34] with their model based on a segmented finite cylinder-
source model. Another important consideration in modeling DBHE is presented by Hu
et al. [35]. They analyzed the effects of temperature-dependent properties on the prediction
of output capacity of DBHE under operational conditions. Properties included in the
numerical simulation were specific heat, the thermal conductivity of water and reservoir
rocks, and the density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid. They concluded that output
capacity can be overpredicted up to 9%.

The direct expansion ground-coupled system (DX-GSHP) uses similar geometry of
heat exchangers inserted in the ground while working fluid inside GHE is refrigerant.
In this case, the GHE is an integral part of the heat pump, and research interest is broader
than only design aspects, as the phase change process of refrigerant in GHE affects all
components of the heat pump cycle. Bastani et al. [36] presented the experimental results
of CO2 DX-GSHP for different heating applications: domestic hot water (50–65 ◦C), heating
coil space heating (37–50 ◦C), and radiant floor space heating (25–37 ◦C). The GHE consisted
of four 30 m vertical boreholes with single copper U pipe. Proper system control has been
proven to be crucial, as it leads to optimal discharge pressure, which maximizes the COP
of the system. A numerical model of variable speed transcritical CO2 DX-GSHP used for
conditioning of a small residential building was developed by Nguyen et al. [37]. The au-
thors concluded that low compressor speed results in noticeable thermal short-circuiting
between the two legs of the BHE and that the system has difficulties in maintaining 5 ◦C
superheat; thus, the inclusion of an internal heat exchanger is suggested. Fannou et al. [38]
conducted an experimental analysis of DX-GSHP in cooling mode. A ground heat ex-
changer with three parallel loops was inserted 30 m into the ground. One BHE was placed
vertically, and two BHEs were inclined about 30◦. The system achieved a maximum of
12 h continuous operation with COP in the range of 2.60 to 3.40 and an average ground
heat rejection rate of about 290 W m−1. Horizontal ground heat exchangers with CO2
DX-GSHP were numerically investigated by Ghazizade-Ahsaee et al. [39]. The studied
configurations included an expansion valve, expander, and intermediate heat exchanger
with a peak heating capacity of 8 kW. The results of the exergy-economic analysis showed
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expected higher exergy efficiency using the expander compared to the electronic expansion
valve. On the other hand, the cost per unit of heat followed the opposite trend. The slinky
type of borehole heat exchanger in a horizontal and vertical configuration with DX-GSHP
was experimentally studied in cooling mode by Soni et al. [40]. When compared to the
conventional air conditioning systems, the DX system exhibited larger EER values in the
range of 8% to 12%.

The following paragraph gives a short overview of recently published review papers.
An overview of different GHE system layouts and integration with various cooling and
heating technologies for zero-energy buildings is given by Gao et al. [41]. Hybrid systems
using multiple renewable energy sources employed for heating and cooling application
are analyzed by Soni et al. [42]. Comparative analysis of various geometrical aspects
of GHEs, geothermal investigation, and materials is summarized by Aresti et al. [43].
Kaushal [44] reviewed different algorithms and analytical models used for the analysis
and sizing of the earth-to-air heat exchangers (EAHE). The author also briefly addressed
important design parameters like pipe material, diameter, length, thermal interference,
etc. A review paper made by Singh et al. [45] discussed the effects of surface treatment on
EAHE thermal performance among other design parameters and provided an overview of
practical installations and the innovative design of systems. The effects of geographical
and climatic conditions, operation parameters, and account of latent heat exchange were
covered by Agrawal et al. [46]. The same authors also reviewed EAHE integration in
hybrid systems with different renewable sources and recent research trends [47]. Different
analytical, numerical, and economical models used to evaluate the performance of hor-
izontal GHE configurations are presented by Cui et al. [48]; the authors concluded that
advanced economical models that are rarely used would be beneficial to fully assess the
time value of money and inflation rates. Influential parameters of the thermal performance
of energy piles, design steps, and techno-mechanical behavior are addressed in work made
by Sani et al. [49]. Faizal et al. reviewed heat transfer improving methods and geometrical
optimization of energy piles [50]. A review of energy pile configurations, analytical and
numerical models and sizing methods of energy piles were made by Fadejev et al. [51].
The authors also pointed out that energy piles are frequently misinterpreted as vertical
boreholes, although significant differences between the geometry of energy piles and
boreholes exist. Among GHE configurations, vertical borehole heat exchangers are the
most extensively investigated. Noorollahi et al. [52] compiled investigations dealing with
ground heat exchanger parameters’ influence on GSHP and GHE efficiency for horizontal
and vertical systems, with more emphasis given to the latter. Cui et al. [53] reviewed
analytical and numerical models used to investigate the thermal performance of different
vertical configurations. Advances in GHE design are addressed in the review conducted
by Javadi et al. [54]. Although different designs proposed in the literature improved heat
transfer rate, most systems still employ U pipe geometry with PE pipes and water as
a working fluid. Available commercial sizing tools are compared by Ahmadfard and
Bernier [55], and results show that most of available tools predict a similar needed length
of vertical BHEs despite different complexities of used models. Regulation of shallow
geothermal systems in six different European countries with suggestions for improvement
of the legislative framework to support the sustainable use of shallow geothermal systems
is presented by Somogy et al. [56]. The development of a common European regulative
framework is also suggested, based on a review of the legal status of shallow geothermal
energy in selected European countries, by Tsagarakis et al. [57].

A large number of studies investigating the GHE were published, including review
papers dealing with different aspects of shallow geothermal energy use. Application,
investigation, and sizing of GHE systems vary from country to country depending on the
local climatic data, development status, and legal framework. Similar influential design
parameters, materials, and working fluids are used in different applications; still, not all
affect the performance of different types of GHE systems in the same manner.
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This review builds upon already published review articles and focuses on published
studies in the last five years with the inclusion of applications that were not dealt with
in detail, e.g., direct expansion and deep BHE systems. An important aspect of GHE
research studies that is not properly addressed in the published literature is the criteria
used for comparison and performance evaluation of different designs of GHEs. Based on
the reviewed numerical and experimental studies, this paper is divided into three sections:
application of ground heat exchangers, performance indicators for the evaluation of GHE
performance, and design aspects of ground heat exchangers.

3. Application of Ground Heat Exchangers
3.1. Horizontal Heat Exchanger Configurations

Horizontal configurations include the direct use of ground thermal energy in the air to
ground heat exchangers and horizontal ground heat exchangers coupled to the heat pump
system. Both types of systems are installed in surface soil layers, where performance is
affected by seasonal variations of soil temperature and moisture content. Local geological
conditions, mainly ground thermal conductivity and heat capacity, affect the heat transfer
in the underground.

Earth-to-air heat exchangers are the simplest configuration of heat exchangers when
the use of renewable underground energy is considered. Commonly, they are abbreviated
as EAHE [17,58], GAHE [59], or HAGHE [60,61], where the additional H letter designates
horizontal installation. In an open system configuration, ambient air passes through the
pipes inserted in the ground and exchanges heat with the ground [2]. Depending on the
season, the air is heated or cooled before being distributed through the ventilation system
or used as a heat source for an air source heat pump [62] (Figure 1). EAHE can also be
employed as part of the thermally activated building systems (TABSs), where walls are
constructed as hollow prefabricated building components or pipes are embedded inside
walls [63]. In such systems, a closed-loop configuration can be used [41].
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Figure 1. Earth to air heat exchanger used for an air supply in a ventilation system (left) and coupled to the air source heat
pump (right) (1—evaporator, 2—compressor, 3—condenser, 4—expansion valve, 5—earth to air heat exchanger).

Horizontal ground heat exchangers (HGHE) are used as a closed system and are cou-
pled to the heat pump. The ground exchanges thermal energy with the working fluid inside
pipes. Being installed in 1–2 m deep trenches, their performance is comparatively lower
than the vertical GSHP systems. The needed installation area for the horizontal system is
larger, but installation costs are smaller compared to the vertical heat exchangers [2]. Based
on pipe loop geometry, horizontal systems can be divided into linear-loop, spiral-coil,
and slinky-coil configurations [11,48], and based on loop connections system can be further
divided into a trench, series, and parallel configurations [48] (Figure 2). Compared to linear
configurations, coil configurations enable more efficient use of the available ground while
requiring longer pipes and increased pump work [64].
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Figure 2. Horizontal heat exchanger coupled to the heat pump (1—evaporator, 2—compressor,
3—condenser, 4—expansion valve, 5—linear loop, 6—slinky coil, 7—spiral coil).

3.2. Vertical Heat Exchanger Configurations

When sufficient ground area is available, as mentioned, horizontal GHEs present the
most cost-effective option. However, if the available area is limited, the ground surface
is rocky, and visual interference with the landscape is not welcome, vertical GHEs are
applied. Vertical ground heat exchangers (VGHE) are also referred to as borehole heat
exchangers (BHEs). In comparison with horizontal GHEs, BHEs have higher installation
costs and more stable performance, as they are not affected severely by ambient air [65].
Vertical GHEs are divided into two groups depending on the depth of the borehole and,
consequently, the type of heat exchanger. The first group, shallow boreholes GHE (<400 m),
are usually used in combination with heat pumps (ground-coupled heat pumps—GCHP)
as a source or sink for thermal energy (Figure 3). A traditional configuration consists
of the borehole with a diameter usually around 100–200 mm containing U-tubes with a
diameter in the range of 19–38 mm for working fluid to circulate [65]. Besides the most
common single U-tube configuration, other configurations that can be used are double
or triple U-tube, W-shaped tube, coaxial tube, and helical-shaped tube [53]. The annulus
section of the borehole is made from various backfill materials referred to as grout, which
reduces the thermal resistance between the pipes and ground and ensures good contact
between materials. As the heat transfer area of such systems is limited, consequently,
the thermal capacity (thermal power) of such systems is also limited. To achieve a higher
thermal capacity of such systems, there are two possible solutions—increasing the number
of boreholes (most of today’s installations) or increasing the depth of the borehole [66].
Increasing the number of boreholes is only available when there is sufficient available space.
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Figure 3. Vertical borehole heat exchanger coupled to the heat pump (1–evaporator, 2—compressor,
3—condenser, 4—expansion valve, 5—borehole heat exchanger).

The second option, to increase the thermal capacity of GHE, uses the technology of the
deep borehole heat exchangers (DBHE), which can be also classified as the second category
of vertical BHE. DBHE can extract medium-deep geothermal energy at high tempera-
tures [67]. Although the literature does not give, to our knowledge, strict classification of
BHEs by depth, a good definition is proposed by Sapinska-Sliwa et al. [67]. They proposed
that deep borehole heat exchangers (DBHE) are those where there is a possibility that the
extracted heat can be used directly (without the aid of HP). When using the technology of
DBHE, classical U-tubes configurations are usually replaced with coaxial (pipe in a pipe)
borehole heat exchangers, which have a larger heat transfer area and can sustain a larger
flow rate (lower pumping costs) [68]. As over 50% of the total cost of the geothermal project
can be drilling costs [69], a good solution to reduce high drilling costs is presented by
using depleted and abandoned gas and oil wells, which has been extensively investigated
recently [70–73]. Depending on the obtained temperature in DBHE, these systems can be
used for direct space heating [74,75], coupled with heat pumps [76–78], or even in power
production systems [79].

3.3. Shallow Ground Heat Exchanger Configurations

Most prevailing GHE configurations include horizontal and vertical design, the former
having low installation costs and the latter having superior thermal performance due to
ground temperature stability. In between, shallow systems incorporate advantages of
both systems: less expensive excavation works and use of ground layers where the effect
of surface conditions are damped [80]. The application of this GHE layout is interesting
in urban environments with increased ground temperature and limited installation area
or in locations where deep drilling is prohibited to prevent disturbance of aquifers [81].
Shallow systems include a large diameter, to increase the heat transfer area, conically
or helically shaped configurations [82–84], or pipes embedded in building piles (energy
piles) [85] (Figure 4). An alternative configuration of a coil GHE inserted in a water tank
with PCM and used as an underground thermal battery was proposed by Warner et al. [86].
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The authors concluded that the performance of this layout is comparable with vertical BHE
with the same heat transfer surface area.
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Figure 4. Shallow heat exchanger coupled to the heat pump (1—evaporator, 2—compressor, 3—condenser, 4—expansion
valve, 5—energy piles, 6—large diameter coil GHE).

3.4. Direct Expansion Systems

R&D in the field of ground physics allowed us to determine accurate soil temperature
profiles and thermal properties. Modeling these properties in cooperation with advanced
control systems and overcoming some of the design challenges was a prerequisite for
use of direct expansion (DX) systems [87]. Compared to previously mentioned heat
exchangers with water or glycol mixtures often used as indirect heat pump secondary
circuit, DX systems act as evaporators or condensers of a heat pump whose working fluid
is heat pump refrigerant (Figure 5). This setup removes the need for a heat exchanger
between the fluid circles as well as a circulation pump. A ground heat exchanger design
with the DX of refrigerant needs to follow some specific rules concerning the type of
refrigerant, refrigerant charging, oil return to the compressor, depth of the vertical borehole
heat exchanger, and possible ground pollution due to refrigerant leak [88]. The ground
heat exchanger can be placed horizontally, vertically, or in a slinky manner. Exchangers
with vertical configuration are predominant [36]. Several researchers have investigated
dynamic heat transfer analysis of the two-phase flow in the ground evaporator and the
heat exchange with ground [89–92]. De Carli et al. [89] developed the mathematical models
of evaporation in the vertical U-tube. Li et al. [91] developed and validated numerically
and experimentally a three-dimensional transient thermal resistance and capacity model
of a novel direct expansion downhole heat exchanger. Additionally, Nguyen et al. [92]
evaluated a pressure-enthalpy coupled thermal resistance and capacity model for a direct
expansion vertical borehole heat exchanger for supercritical CO2 application.
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Figure 5. Direct expansion borehole heat exchanger (1—evaporator/BHE, 2—compressor,
3—condenser, 4—expansion valve).

4. Performance Indicators for the Evaluation of GHEs

Investigation of ground heat exchangers includes numerical studies and experimental
studies conducted in the field or a laboratory environment. Experimental parametric
analysis of different design aspects is sometimes used for simpler configurations of GHE
like earth-to-air heat exchangers [12,93] or when parameters that are easily controlled are
investigated, like inlet temperature and velocity [94–97]. In most studies, an experimental
investigation is used for validation of developed models and numerical or analytical
modeling is used to assess design aspects of GHE [11,64,98,99].

Different configurations are commonly investigated based on fluid outlet temperature
or exchanged heat rate [16,58,61,100–103]. A temperature change of fluid flowing inside
the GHE is also used [16,93,95], or difference between fluid and ground temperature [104].
Although the mentioned parameters indicate the better performing configuration, the initial
and boundary conditions used in the analysis could shadow some of the conclusions made.
For example, the fluid temperature change is strongly related to pipe length, while total
exchanged heat flux can be increased with length only until the temperature difference
between fluid and undisturbed ground exists. The spatial temperature distribution or
fluid temperature profile gives insight into possible limitations of heat exchange that
occur due to exhausted temperature difference [95] or thermal short-circuiting inside
GHE [26,33,37,95,105,106]. For EAHE and HGHE systems, fluid temperature profiles
are not of great interest unless used for more detailed validation of the models or the
investigation of the surrounding soil’s influence on the GHE performance [10]. On the
other hand, when direct expansion GHE systems are investigated, fluid temperature
profiles are coupled with the pressure, density, and specific heat profile along the pipes,
properties all affected by the phase change of refrigerant inside GHE [40,91,92]. Several
authors used dimensionless temperature forms like thermal efficiency or effectiveness
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of the heat exchanger where temperatures Tin, Tout, and Tg are inlet, outlet, and ground
temperatures [58,93,107,108]:

ε =
Tin − Tout

Tin − Tg
(1)

Pu et al. [18] defined dimensionless outlet temperature; the expression can be used
only if there is a difference between inlet and ground temperature:

θout =
Tg − Tout

Tg − Tin
(2)

As for the heat flux, it is advisable to express the value per heat exchange surface [59]
or even simpler per unit length [15,103,109]. Care must be taken, as unit length can be ex-
pressed as the pipe, vertical borehole, or horizontal trench length. When the heat exchange
rate is expressed per trench, slinky or spiral configurations exhibit better value, while linear
configurations show higher values of heat exchange per pipe length [11]. The choice of
how to express a specific heat rate should be made following the definition of unit cost
for the economic model. When relative initial costs were compared, spiral and vertical
slinky configurations outperformed the linear type of GHE [11]. Heat flux as a performance
indicator is limited to stationary or short-term analysis when average or peak values are
identified. When the long-term performance of GHE is considered, exchanged heat energy
and consumed electrical energy are more appropriate for performance evaluation [14,110].

Rodrigues et al. [9] and Brum et al. [111] defined a parameter called instantaneous
thermal potential (P), based on the average temperature difference between the air inlet
and air outlet temperature modeled by the sine-based function, to express monthly values
of exchanged heat during long term operation. Temperatures Tin and Tout are inlet and
outlet temperatures from GHE, while to and tn are the start and end of the observed period.

Pt =

∫ tn
t0
(Tout − Tin)dt

t0 − tn
(3)

When GHE is operating under transient conditions, heat flux is affected by the cycling
operation and thermal saturation of the ground [17]. Heat transfer during continuous and
cycling operation can be compared using the overall heat transfer response suggested by
Fujii et al. [112] and adopted by Ali et al. [15]:

QL
∆T

=
QL

Tg − Tout
(4)

QL is defined as a specific heat rate per unit tube length, while Tg and Tout are ground
and outlet temperatures. If the value is integrated over a working period, a direct compari-
son between different operation modes can be made.

Selamat et al. [16] showed that effective heat exchange rate (the period between the
effect of thermal capacities and soil saturation) is affected by the ground temperature
surrounding and being almost independent of pipe layout, while overall heat exchange
rate that takes into account the duration of operation period is strongly affected by GHE
layout. Agrawal et al. [59] expressed deterioration in thermal performance of EAHE
during operation due to soil thermal saturation with thermal performance deterioration
factor (TPDF):

TPDF(t) = 1 − Tin − Tout(t)
(Tin − Tout)initial

(5)

Temperatures Tin and Tout are inlet and outlet temperatures from GHE. The value
of TPDF increases over time and is equal to 1 when soil is fully thermally saturated.
A drawback of such an approach is limited use if inlet temperature changes over time.
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When coupled with heat pump, GHE is often compared by the system coefficient of
performance (COP):

COP =
Φcon

Pcomp + Pc f an + Pcp
, (6)

where Φcon is condenser heat flux, Pcomp compressor power, Pc f an condenser fan power,
and Pcp circulation pump power [103].

Hydraulic performance and pressure drop are important parameters that affect the run-
ning costs of the system. Still, they are often disregarded, except for the direct expansion sys-
tem and DBHE systems. The pressure drop of GHE in the direct expansion system strongly
affects the performance of the heat pump so it cannot be overlooked [36,102,113,114]. Flow
performance and pressure drop in multi-tube configurations were numerically investigated
by Amanowicz [19] in terms of the airflow uniformity coefficient for the section of the paral-
lel pipe. Qi et al. [115] applied the same approach in their study and also defined analogous
thermal performance uniformity coefficient. The COP of the EAHE system, expressed as
exchanged heat and consumed power, points out the existence of optimum values of pipe
diameter, meaning that larger does not always mean the better [107]. The pressure drop
was indirectly taken into account during experiments by Agrawal et al. [59] by monitoring
fan power consumption to express heat exchanger COP. DBHE are also systems where the
pressure drop plays a significant role in the performance, whether the system is used for
direct heating or coupled with a heat pump. Pump consumption and thermal performance
of three different types (horizontal-, vertical-, multilateral-well) of the coaxial closed-loop
geothermal systems were compared by Wang. He also compared the economic character-
istics of different systems and proposed using energy, flow, and economic efficiencies to
assess the feasibility of the systems [116]. The influence of pressure drop is considered
when performance factors are used to evaluate system performance. For example, Huang
et al. used the coefficient of system performance (CSP) to evaluate the efficiency of the
DBHE system [117]. They defined CSP as a ratio of total heat extraction capacity and
electricity consumed by circulating pumps the same way as Yao et al. [78] did, but they
called it COPBHE, and Chen et al. [118] defined COP as a measure for the same ratio. Chen
et al. [118] also used CSP to evaluate the performance of DBHE coupled with a heat pump,
but they defined CSP as a ratio of the amount of thermal power supplied to the building
and electricity consumed by circulating pumps and the heat pump. Some authors use
the performance efficiency coefficient (PEC), a dimensionless factor for the comparison of
secondary working fluids, calculated as the ratio of heat transfer between the ground and
the fluid of the test and base case divided by the pumping power ratio of the test and base
case [119,120]:

PEC =
Qt f /Qb f

∆Pt f /∆Pb f
(7)

Pérez-Tavernie et al. [121] compared the thermal performance and pressure drop of
nanofluids by dimensionless thermal performance factor, defined as:

tp f =
Nun f

Nub f
·
(

fn f

fb f

) 1
3

, (8)

where Nun f and Nub f are Nusselt numbers of nano and base fluid, and fn f and fb f
are Darcy friction factors of nano and base fluid. The authors stated that the thermal
performance is conditioned by the enhancement of the convective heat transfer, but also by
the increase of the pressure drop. Real applications are limited by those factors, and tp f
can simultaneously analyze both effects.

When GHE is coupled with a heat pump, several authors used COP values, defined as a
ratio of exchanged heat and consumed power, as performance metrics [7,11,36,62,83,101,102].
COP values from different studies cannot be directly compared, as they are affected
by heat pump characteristics and interaction with the underground as a heat source,
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and different authors tend to take different system parts (compressor, circulating pumps,
fans) into consideration for consumed energy. Additionally, heat exchanger COP must
be distinguished from COP of GHE coupled with the heat pump. When phase change
materials (PCM) are utilized for GHE performance, improvement specific parameters
related to the PCM can be used, such as liquid to solid ratio and absorbed heat [86,122].
As can be seen from literature, thermal performance is considered the most, followed by
hydraulic and pressure considerations. Cost analysis of investigated systems is given in a
few studies, but usually for a single GHE layout [84,86] and where drilling costs are very
high (DBHE, BHE) [118,123]. An example of a working substance that is thermally very
good, but economically difficult to apply was given by Diglio et al. [124] and Tarodiya
et al. [95] in the form of nanofluids containing silver or multiwalled carbon nanotubes.

Another important parameter underrepresented in research is the impact of structural
change on the environment. Full attention should be paid to this parameter when choosing
the appropriate grout material as well as BHE fluid. Potential water or human health
pollution risk is not allowed. Corrosivity, pH values, and heavy metal concentrations
should be kept within the allowed interval [125,126]. Only a few authors raised a question
and gave a numerical evaluation of the potential reduction of CO2 emissions using systems
with GHE [27,127,128]. Life cycle cost and energy payback time analyses are also conducted
by only a few authors recently [40,94,114,129]. Design optimization based only on thermal
performance is not recommended, and running costs associated with pressured drop and
investment costs need to be considered for a complete techno-economic approach.

5. Design Aspects of Ground Heat Exchangers
5.1. Backfill and Grouting Materials

When horizontal and shallow systems are considered, improvement of local geological
conditions is possible if the secondary coating or backfill material with better thermal
properties than the soil on location is used [10,11]. Backfill soil is used to enable good
thermal contact with the surrounding ground and to secure the pipe slope [10]. Evaluation
of the effect of the backfill soil and soil moisture on the thermal performance of EAHE
showed that differences in thermal performance reached 15.9% for the same soil with
different moisture content and 17.4% for different coating soils in a low humidity case [10].
High moisture content lowers the difference between coating soils to only 2%. The authors
concluded that a choice of soil type for coating the EAHE makes a non-negligible influence
on thermal performance, and the use of a coating soil that can store water is preferred [10].
Agrawal et al. investigated the effect of water impregnation on the thermal performance
of EAHE as a measure to mitigate thermal saturation of soil during the heating [12]
and cooling operation [13]. The authors installed two parallel systems at a depth of
3.7 m, with and without an irrigation system, each comprised of three PVC pipes with
different diameters. The daily average heat transfer rate of EAHE in moist soil was
improved between 22.7% and 24.1% during the cooling operation and between 15.6% and
22.8% during the heating operation, depending on moisture content (5–20%). Positive
influence on thermal saturation is expressed as knee-point pipe length, at which 90% of
total air temperature difference is obtained. Wet soil shifts the knee-point towards the
pipe inlet, and knee-point position does not change over time, in contrast to dry soils,
where thermal saturation results in shifting of the knee point towards the pipe outlet as
operation time increases [12,13]. Habibi et al. [11] numerically investigated the performance
of different horizontal GHE configurations and demonstrated the positive influence of the
coating soil and soil moisture on the thermal performance of HGHE. Saturated secondary
soil could reduce installation costs up to 40% [11]. The numerical results showed an
energy enhancement from rainfall events: energy performance increases by 4% during
the first 24 h after the beginning of the rainfall and about 2% after a further 24 h [14].
When the soil reached its maximum level of moisture, the exchanged power between
the ground and the exchanger increased by 5–6% depending on the heating or cooling
season. The authors also concluded that rainfall intensity has little impact on the EAHE’s
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energy performance compared to the cumulated rain precipitation [14]. Rodrigues et al. [9]
numerically simulated the performance of EAHE in three different geotechnical profiles
that include clays and sands with different water tables. Authors showed that high relative
improvements (around 60%) can be achieved if the EAHE duct is installed on clayey soil
layers, compared to sandy layers, even if better performing soil is closer to the surface.
The quality of backfilling work can be considered as the soil compaction level, which
was investigated by Elminshawy et al. [93]. In a laboratory experiment, heated air was
blown through copper pipes inserted in a drum with sand. Three different compaction
levels are used (void ratio of 0.88, 0.73, and 0.66). Higher compaction of the soils results in
higher effectiveness of EAHE (18% difference between low and high soil compaction) and
higher cooling capacity (48% difference between low and high soil compaction). In situ
comparison of shallow systems with different backfilling materials (in situ material, clay
powder, sand, and bentonite) was conducted by Bertermann et al. [104]. Comparison based
on the temperature decline highlighted clay powder as the best option, despite not being
the most expensive solution. The use of in situ material is the cheapest solution, but viable
only if its reuse is possible due to the mechanical properties of the material.

For vertical BHE systems, the grouting material and process are extremely important.
They enhance heat transfer and highly impact system efficiency. At the beginning of
ground source heat pump usage, grouting was not placed in the annulus between pipes
and the ground. Pipes were directly inserted into the underground water if accessible or
dug into the ground and filled from the top. It was not until the 1980s that the idea of
borehole grouting from the bottom upward came to light [130]. Backfill was introduced to
enhance heat transfer between pipes and the surrounding soil. In addition to improving
heat transfer, grouting acts as a support to other parts of the GHE system, which ensures
stability and forms a hydraulic barrier that prevents pollution of the aquifers. The material
must also have appropriate mechanical and thermal properties. There are a wide variety of
backfill materials. Traditionally, two main components are bentonite and cement together
with their mixtures [131]. Early state grouts, consisting of bentonite, cement, and water in
approx. 1:1:2 ratio, respectively, had a thermal conductivity of 0.7 to 0.8 W m−1 K−1. As the
technology has evolved, new materials were added to the grouts to enhance mechanical
and thermal properties. It is important to emphasize that the grouting mixture is not
perfected, and even with the use of well-known practices and good materials, the integrity
of BHE cannot be guaranteed [132]. Besides grouting, improvement of local soil thermal
conductivity can be achieved by the application of fillers. He and Bu [114] suggested using
graphene and clay or cement and controlling the density, viscosity, and backpressure of the
composite filler to allow it to flow into the leakages during the drilling process. Based on a
simulation, they concluded that extracted thermal output can be 2.36 times higher than for
the base case.

Bentonite is clay whose primary constituent is montmorillonite. Swelling is a pro-
nounced characteristic of bentonite, as it can absorb several times its mass of water. Low per-
meability and self-sealing made it a good candidate for backfilling despite imperfect
thermal properties. The dependence of bentonite thermal conductivity on the soil-water
characteristic curve was experimentally tested by Kim et al. [133]. Molded specimens
were left to dry at room temperature and change in thermal conductivity and volumetric
water content was measured. With 20% of total weight, bentonites’ thermal conductiv-
ity reached a maximum of 0.93 W m−1 K−1 at 0.58 volumetric water content. For 30%
of bentonite total weight, the maximum was 1.06 W m−1 K−1 at 0.51 volumetric water
content. Results for bentonite–quartzite sand–water mixtures of different ratios are also
presented. All the results show a parabolic relation of thermal conductivity to volumet-
ric water content. An increased proportion of bentonite and sand led to an increase in
conductivity and greater fluctuations with volumetric water content changes. Verdoya
et al. [134] conducted laboratory and in situ experiments for two different commercial
types of bentonite grouts. The first one was composed of bentonite and clay, while the
second was a blend of blast furnace cement binders, including bentonite and fine sand
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of different granulations. The thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the first grout were
1.65 W m−1 K−1 and 0.61 µm2 s−1, respectively, while for the second grout, values were
2.13 W m−1 K−1 and 0.8 µm2 s−1, respectively. Various substances have been added to
bentonite grout to improve its thermal properties. Blázquez et al. [131] tried to improve
bentonite by adding aluminum shavings and sulpho-aluminate cement, resulting in a
mixture of good mechanical properties with satisfying thermal conductivities of up to
1.566 W m−1 K−1. However, the contraction effect was very pronounced, and its influence
grew with the increase of the bentonite content in the mixtures (up to 44%), so these mate-
rials were assessed as unacceptable for further use. Aluminum shavings and sand grouts
yielded considerably better thermal conductivity values of up to 3.651 W m−1 K−1 with
no contraction effect. Thermal properties were enhanced with just 1% of the aluminum
total dry weight. Aluminum and sand derivatives were not the only known conductive
fillers. Ground glass, fluorspar, steel grit, silicon carbide, etc., can be used as well. Very
good results were observed with graphite supplement [125]. Adding carbon fiber to quartz
sand–bentonite mixture is another option to enhance thermal properties. Carbon fibers
have a thermal conductivity in the range from 100 to 1000 W m−1 K−1. Liu et al. [135]
searched for optimal bentonite fraction in bentonite—carbon fiber—sand grout with con-
stant carbon fraction of 0%, 1%, and 2% and moisture contents from 6% to 24% with a step
of 2%. Results showed the best thermal properties at the bentonite fraction of 10% and
12% (dry mass) for all moisture and carbon contents. An improvement with an increase in
sand particle concentration was also observed. Adding 2% of carbon fiber to the bentonite–
sand mixture with 12% bentonite in dry mass increased thermal conductivity from 1.31
to 1.94 W m−1 K−1. This mixture had a very good compressive strength of 124–200 kPa.
Very little research was done with bentonite as a grout base, since the last comprehensive
review on this topic by Javadi et al. [136]. Their allegations that bentonite is gradually
replaced with cementitious grouts can therefore be confirmed. The main reasons are great
shrinkage accompanied by cracking and unsatisfactory thermal conductivity, which, de-
spite the addition of expensive adulterants, does not exceed 2 W m−1 K−1. The thermal
conductivity values of pure cement grout are in the range of 1 to 1.3 W m−1 K−1, which
is slightly better than bentonite [125]. The material is cheap and easy to work with. Kim
and Oh [137] measured specific-heat capacity and thermal conductivity of nine grout
types with different silica sand, Portland cement, and water ratios in saturated, partially
saturated, and air-dried conditions. In a partially saturated area, specific-heat capacity and
thermal conductivity decreased linearly with a reduction in saturation degree. Specific-heat
and thermal conductivity of air-dried mixtures decreased by 11.8–22.3% and 15.6–38.3%,
respectively, compared to saturated conditions. Empirical equations predicting thermal
conductivity and specific heat as a function of water/cement and sand/cement ratios
were derived. Similar to bentonite, thermal properties are enhanced by the addition of
conduction fillers. One option is to use waste materials to improve thermal properties. This
way, the environment is preserved, as the leftovers of one process can help in another. The
cost of these products is usually low. Used tires can be a source of graphene nanoplatelet
obtained by pyrolysis [128]. In combination with silica hybrid additive, used to enhance
the solubility and dispersion of carbon material, at the 5 wt% of hybrid-graphene, thermal
conductivity increased to 1.82 and 2.34 W m−1 K−1 for the Si:graphene ratios of 1:5 and
1:10, respectively. In a study by Berktas et al. [138], expanded graphite base additives made
by the synthesis of silica particles and expanded graphite were added to cementitious
grout. With 5 wt% of additives in the mixture and functionalized silica aqueous solution to
expanded graphite ratio of 1:5, the thermal conductivity of 2656 W m−1 K−1 was recorded.
An increase in the additive loading ratio and expanded graphite content positively affected
thermal conductivity. The combined effect of groundwater velocity impact and grouting
materials in aquifers where water flow is not negligible was studied by Alberti et al. [139].
The study was conducted for surrounding soil formation backfill and thermally enhanced
grout backfill at different groundwater flow rates. The peculiarity of this research is that,
unlike other studies that focus only on thermal conductivity, it also examines the combined
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effect of hydraulic conductivity. Grouts are characterized by a low hydraulic conductivity,
which is highlighted when there is significant water flow. Thermally enhanced grout did
not show improvement compared to the base case filled with the surrounding soil. The
reason is lower hydraulic conductivity of thermally enhanced material.

The addition of phase change materials (PCM) is a new, efficient means of energy
utilization, enhancing the thermal properties of a grout. PCM is used as latent heat thermal
storage and can reduce annular and surrounding soil temperature fluctuations. During the
cooling cycle, PCM melts, and with its latent heat maintains an almost constant temperature
of soil surrounding the BHE. During off periods, PCM solidifies. Changing the physical
state is crucial for the proper implementation of these materials, which is why attention
should be focused on the phase change temperature (PCT). It is recommended to use
several PCM materials with different PCT to cover a greater operating temperature range,
i.e., heating and cooling periods [140]. The term PCM corresponds to a wide variety
of materials categorized into organic, inorganic, solid-solid, and hygroscopic materials.
For GSHP applications, organic PCM like paraffin is the most common choice [97]. Apart
from appropriate PCT, PCM should have high thermal conductivity and large latent heat,
and it must be non-corrosive, chemically and mechanically stable, and cheap [96]. It is
not possible to meet all the conditions, so additives are selected to compensate for certain
inadequate properties of PCM. The main disadvantage of these materials is their low
thermal conductivity. PCM alone cannot quickly absorb or release heat, which is why
they are usually combined with highly conductive materials. In the numerical study
by Javadi et al. [97] nanoparticles like Cu, CuO, Al2O3, TiO2, SiO2, multi-wall carbon
nanotubes, and graphene were mixed into a paraffin base. The best results were shown
for Cu, so copper nanoparticles were used for subsequent research. As could be assumed,
an increase in the proportion of Cu particles leads to a higher melting rate of PCM. For the
0.2 volume fraction of nanoparticles, thermal conductivity is improved by 55% compared to
pure paraffin. Nanoparticles should be blade-shaped for the best results. Both cooling and
heating conditions were experimentally tested by Yang et al. [96]. For the summer period,
a mixture composed of decyl and lauric acids in a mass ratio of 66:34, respectively, was used
(PCT: 20.55 ◦C and latent heat: 133.65 kJ kg−1). For cold, winter conditions, oleic acid (PCT:
8.11 ◦C and latent heat: 94.51 kJ kg−1) was used. The soil thermal interface radius was
reduced by 13.5% in cooling and 12.2% in heating mode. Heat transfer rates were increased
by 9.4% cooling and 28% heating when compared to the soil backfill. The effects of PCM
usage on the efficiency of GSHP considering the dynamical loads and site conditions are
described in the numerical study by Chen et al. [108]. It is stated that pure paraffin due to
its poor thermal properties causes heat accumulation within BHE. The result is a reduction
in the efficiency of the heat pump. When shape stabilized PCM is added to the grout,
the heat pump works more stably and efficiently. Results of the study also point out
that the efficiency is improved by enlarging the intermittent ratio, and the effect on the
surrounding soil is reduced. The impact of running modes on the restoration performance
of the heat pump with PCM was studied by Chen et al. [141]. As the working schedule
highly influences sustainability and operating stability, PCM materials should be used in
buildings where demand is less persistent. The most effective way to improve stability and
sustainability is to alternate the heating and cooling load periods.

There are a large number of materials that can be used for backfilling and choosing
the right one is complex and complicated. The selection itself is based on the required heat
flow, the condition of the surrounding soil, safety requirements, operating temperatures,
and other conditions. The right material will lead to a reduction in the total length of the
borehole, which is equivalent to a reduction in the investment cost of setting up the system.

5.2. Pipe Arrangement and Material

For better performance of GHE systems and cost-saving in installation and opera-
tion, as mentioned, the grout material and pipe material are very important factors [130].
The most used materials in the piping of GHE are divided into two categories: metals
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and thermoplastics. When considering metals as a material for pipes of GHE, several
things must be addressed. Metals have to be resistant to corrosion (both surfaces—in
contact with the fluid and with the grouting) and stress corrosion cracking to achieve
a long-life span. The cheapest basic mild steel must have cathodic protection to avoid
corrosion or must be galvanized or externally coated. Stainless steel, nickel, aluminum,
copper, titanium, and their alloys are more corrosion resistant but have higher prices [142].
Although thermoplastics have lower thermal conductivity than metals, they are widely
used because of their low cost, availability, corrosion resistance, and practicality. From the
wide range of available plastics, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) is most commonly used,
followed by polyvinylchloride (PVC) [54]. Other used thermoplastics are polypropylene
(PP), polyurethane (PU), and polybutylene (PB). To increase the thermal conductivity of
the most represented HDPE, the secondary material of high thermal conductivity is mixed
in the polymer matrix [142,143]. The combination of the thermal conductivity of the pipe
material and grout should be optimized to match the thermal characteristics of the ground
to achieve the best economical and thermal performance of the system [130].

When EAHE systems are considered larger, the pipe diameter, higher heating/cooling
capacity, and lower heat exchange effectiveness can be expected [3]. Still, if COP is defined
as heating/cooling capacity and fan power is observed, for each set of inlet conditions,
optimal pipe diameter can be defined [17]. Pipe length is the key factor that affects the
performance of EAHE in terms of sizing the system for cooling or heating operation.
An increase in pipe length positively affects heat transfer and heat exchange effectiveness,
as long as there is a temperature difference between soil and air [18], but it also negatively
affects the pressure drop, again pointing at the possible existence of the optimum value [17].
Interestingly, pipe material (PVC, steel, copper) has a negligible effect on the performance
of EAHE; therefore, the material choice should be based on economical and hygiene
aspects [17,19]. In contrast to single pipe configuration, some researchers investigated
the characteristics of multi-pipe configurations. Airflow delivered by the main pipe is
distributed to parallel pipes in the main section, resulting in a lowered pressured drop.
When the connection of parallel pipes to the main pipe is considered, a U-type connection
is preferred over a Z-type due to the smaller pressure drop (up to 36% difference) and
more uniform air flow distribution (up to 80% higher uniformity), while diameter ratio
of the main pipe to parallel pipes larger than 1 positively affects the pressure drop [19].
This analysis was further improved by Qi et al. [115] by the inclusion of L-type and I-
type configurations. I-type showed the worst performance, while L-type showed better
airflow uniformity performance and heat transfer performance than U-type. Compared
to the Z-type, the heat transfer rate of L-type and U-type structure EAHE was increased
by 5.5% and 5.8%, respectively. The authors defined the integral evaluation factor that
considers thermal and pressure drop characteristics and noted that the optimal value
of diameter ratio of the main pipe to parallel pipes exists between ratio values of 1 to
2. Brum et al. [111] investigated the effect of the horizontal and vertical arrangement of
multi-pipe configuration (up to five pipes). The EAHE performance can be improved
by increasing the volume occupied by the installations and by placing the pipes further
apart in the horizontal direction than in the vertical one. A simple addition of pipes in
installations does not mean a superior performance if no care is given to their geometrical
disposition. Improvement of EAHE performance with phase change materials is suggested
by several authors. Zhou et al. [122] constructed an experimental rig with three concentric
2.5 m long pipes, two inner stainless steel pipes, and one outer U-PVC pipe. The space
between the U-PVC tube and the stainless steel was filled with wet sand. The space
between the two stainless steel pipes was filled with a laboratory-prepared shape-stabilized
phase change material. The experimental set up was used to validate the effective heat
capacity model developed in Ansys Fluent. In the cooling season, the outlet temperature
of the PCM-filled EAHE was found to be approximately 0.83 ◦C lower than that of the
traditional EAHE, resulting in an improvement of 20.24% in cooling capacity. Performance
can be increased even further by optimization of geometric parameters and operation
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strategies [122]. System optimization is highlighted in studies conducted by Lie et al. [127],
where a novel vertical arrangement of EAHE with annular PCM was proposed. A system
equipped with PCM enables an air temperature decrease of approximately 30% compared
to the system without PCM. The authors also investigated the influence of PCM thickness
and concluded that in the observed case, there is limited performance improvement if
PCM thickness greater than 5 mm is used. Vertically buried U-tube configuration has
an advantage over conventional EAHE systems due to its smaller land use and more
efficient usage of geothermal energy from deep soil during operation. Throughout the
whole monitoring period, the outlet air temperature ranges from 22.4 to 24.4 ◦C in summer,
and from 16.0 to 18.0 ◦C in winter, regardless of the inlet temperature [94].

Different horizontal GHE configurations (linear, spiral, horizontal slinky, and vertical
slinky) made of PE pipes and using water as circulating fluid were numerically inves-
tigated by Habibi et al. [11]. For a single arrangement, slinky configurations have the
highest heat exchange rate per meter length of the trench, while spiral configurations
have the lowest initial cost. If the heat exchange rate is expressed per meter of the pipe,
modified linear multi-tube configurations exhibit better performance than slinky or spiral
type [144]. Pu et al. [18] used numerical simulation to evaluate different configurations of
linear HGHE. Water was used as the working fluid and PE100 was used as the pipe material.
If the serpentine configuration is used, thermal interference lowers the heat exchange rate
compared to the straight pipe by up to 60%, and pipe spacing of 40–60 times larger than
pipe diameter is suggested. The authors also compared different layouts of double-layered
HGHE: inline (parallel) and staggered arrangement. The staggered arrangement proved to
be beneficial to the exchanged heat transfer rate if the horizontal offset is larger than 1/3 of
the value of the distance between upper and lower pipes. A larger ratio of the offset to ver-
tical distance results in smaller thermal interference: for a ratio equal to 1, the heat transfer
rate was improved by 47%. Authors conclude that pipe spacing has a noticeably stronger
influence on the thermal performance of HGHE compared to the installation depth [18].
The preferable direction of heat-medium circulation in double-layer configurations is circu-
lation from the upper layer to the lower layer [112]. Selamat et al. [16] conducted a transient
numerical simulation of linear and slinky HGHEs with HDPE, copper, and composite
(copper and LDPE) pipe materials. In terms of the maximum heat exchange rate expressed
per length of a trench (all configurations are installed in a 7-m long trench), there was no
significant difference between linear and horizontal slinky configuration regardless of pipe
material. Vertical slinky configuration outperformed horizontal configurations by 15%. In a
transient operation, the linear configuration has a larger initial heat exchange rate (up to
42% difference), but the drawback of this configuration is earlier soil thermal saturation
compared to other configurations. The effective working period, before thermal saturation
occurs, can be improved by using materials with superior thermal conductivity, like copper
(effective period increased by 16% compared to HDPE pipe) [16]. Composite (copper
and LDPE) pipe material was used in the experimental study where the performance of
vertical and horizontal slinky HGHE is investigated. The average heat exchange rate was
16.0% higher for the vertical slinky HGHE than the horizontal slinky HGHE at a flow rate
of 1 L min−1 and 19.1% higher for the mass flow rate of 2 L min−1 [15]. Kim et al. [64]
showed that the spiral type of HGHE has a 10–11% higher heat exchange rate compared to
a horizontal slinky configuration in low thermal conductivity soil (up to 1 W m−1 K−1) and
that the influence of pipe diameter is negligible compared to soil properties. Sensitivity
analysis showed that soil thermal properties have the largest influence on thermal perfor-
mance, followed by pipe spacing [7]. The same analysis noted that the difference in thermal
performance diminishes for soil conductivities larger than 1.5 W m−1 K−1. Kim et al. [100]
investigated geometric parameters of the spiral-coil heat exchanger made of PB pipes.
Spiral pitch is identified as the most influential parameter that should be increased to
lower the thermal interference (Figure 6). Spiral diameter can be used to compensate the
installation area, as it does not significantly affect the thermal performance of a horizontal
spiral-coil GHE.
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Considering vertical GHE, two commonly used configurations are various U-tube
configurations and coaxial BHE (Figure 7). From previous studies, it was known that
a double U-tube offers better thermal performance than a single U-tube while being
more expensive. Shallower coaxial BHEs have also been included in several studies.
It was concluded that the most influential factors on the performance of coaxial BHE were
flow direction of circulating fluid, circulating fluid flow rate, and inner and outer tube
diameter [43,54]. Investigation of the impact factors influencing the performance of shallow
BHE was conducted by Tang and Nowamooz [101]. Variation in performance is mostly
influenced by meteorological conditions, grout thermal conductivity, and heat load level
(27.2%) followed by carrying fluid velocity and multi-pipe solution (12.2% and 16.2%).
Hydraulic conditions, grout volumetric heat capacity, grout diameter, shank spacing, inner
pipe diameter, pipe thickness, carrying fluid material, and pipe thermal conductivity have
less impact on heat pump COP (between 0% and 11.6%). Energy performance of coaxial
and double U-tube BHE has been compared by Quaggiotto et al. [145] using numerical
simulation in the long- and short-term. They concluded that under equal boundary
conditions, coaxial BHE exchanges 2.9–5.5% more energy in heating mode and 0–1.6%
more energy in the cooling mode than double U-tube when ground thermal conductivity is
1.1 W m−1 K−1). With an increased thermal conductivity of the ground, even better thermal
performance of the coaxial BHE is achieved. Gordon et al. [24] in their paper presented
the effects of using an insulated inner pipe and steel outer pipe on the performance of
coaxial BHE compared to HDPE pipe as the baseline case. With the developed semi-
analytical model (composite coaxial model), it was concluded that the steel outer pipe
has a better influence on reducing the overall length of BHE than using an insulated
inner pipe. Gordon et al. [146] also concluded based on an experimental and analytical
investigation that for a constant outer diameter, increasing the inner diameter provides
better performance of the system while balancing pressure drops. Mu Bae et al. [147]
performed an experimental evaluation of four different GHE under the same ground
conditions. In the experiment, they used HDPE type, HDPE-nano type, spiral fin type,
and coaxial type GHE and evaluated their thermal performance by measuring the inlet and
outlet temperature of circulating fluid, calculating effective thermal conductivity by using
the thermal response test (TRT). The result of experiments showed that coaxial type GHE
has the highest borehole thermal resistance, and borehole thermal resistance of the HDPE-
nano type and spiral fin type was smaller by 1.02% and 1.13% compared to the conventional
HDPE type. Experiment analysis on the effects of pipe diameter and pipe material on the
performance of coaxial BHE was conducted by Oh et al. [25]. The experiment showed that
increasing the thermal conductivity of the outer pipe material increases the amount of
exchanged heat. Authors argue that choosing the right material for the outer pipe should
be a trade-off between performance and cost. Regarding the pipe diameter, they concluded
that increasing the diameter increases the amount of exchanged heat, but the increase is
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not proportional, so they suggest determining the optimal diameter ratio of the inner to the
outer pipe. Using multiple BHE with different connection configurations was investigated
by Qi et al. [20]. With a combination of mathematical modeling and experimentation, it was
concluded that parallel connection offers a 4.8% higher value of COP and 22% higher heat
load to pumping power ratio while also having a lower pressure drop. Improving the
thermal performance of vertical GHE by using an elliptical U-tube has been investigated
by Jahanbin [148]. Compared to typical U-tubes, elliptical U-tubes offer 17% lower thermal
borehole resistance, which can lead to an improvement of the COP of GCHP. The impact
on the performance of internal and external fins has been investigated by Zanjani et al.
through dynamic and static simulations [149]. Results showed that with increasing inlet
fluid velocity, the fluid temperature of the internally finned U-tube is increased by 5–11.3%
and 0.5–2.9% by the externally finned tube compared to the simple U-tube. The authors
concluded that by using fins, the length of tubes can be reduced, thus decreasing initial cost.
To assess energy efficiency, the overall GSHP system pressure drop has to be considered.
Kurevija et al. [150], by using a thermal response step test (TRST), compared three different
types of U-tube BHE. Results showed that the 1U-loop D45 ribbed pipe has 6.5% and
the 2U-loop D32 ribbed pipe has 18.7% higher heat extraction compared to 2U-loop D32
smooth pipe.
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Figure 7. Design aspects of vertical borehole configuration as part of a cross-section of the double
U pipe and coaxial pipe (1—working fluid, 2—pipe, 3—spacer, 4—grouting material, rb—borehole
radius).

The pipe arrangement and material of DBHE have not been explored very much.
Due to the fact that maximum temperature is achieved at bottom of the DBHE [30], and to
avoid thermal short-circuiting between upward and downward-flowing fluid, which will
decrease the outlet temperature and thus thermal performance, the authors suggested
reducing inner pipe conductivity [30,33,123,151]. Song et al. [29] stated that there is an
optimal insulation section of the central tube because when the depth of the borehole is
more than 4500 m, there is a minor change in outlet temperature. The same authors argued
that there is an optimum length when using high thermal conductivity cement because
most of the heat is exchanged in deeper parts of the reservoir. Sliwa et al. [152] suggested
using a vacuum insolating tube as the inner tube of DBHE. Analysis of using vacuum
insulated tubing (VIT) was also undertaken by Kalmar et al. [153]. Avoiding thermal
short-circuiting and increasing performance of DBHE can be also achieved by decreasing
the inner pipe diameter (increasing velocity), but that requires more pumping power,
which can decrease system efficiency [30,123]. Increasing the outer pipe diameter would
increase the heat transfer area and improve the thermal performance of DBHE, but financial
aspects of drilling at high depth should be considered [30,77,154]. Regarding the material
of the outer pipe, the authors suggested that is better to apply a thermally enhanced grout
material than to use a high conductivity outer pipe [77,154] because outer pipe conductivity
does not have much influence on performance since the thermal resistance of the ground
plays a dominant role [32,77,118]. Different types of deep coaxial GHE are compared by
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Wang et al. [116]. They compared energy efficiency (energy output–energy consumption)
of vertical, horizontal, and multilateral wells, and concluded that the multilateral well
has the best energy efficiency and best economic efficiency, followed by the vertical and
horizontal well. Increasing depth can improve the heat extraction rate. Pan et al. [154],
for example, showed that increasing the depth of BHE from 500 to 1000 m can improve
the heat extraction rate by 30%. Deng et al. [77] also concluded that increasing the depth
of BHE leads to higher outlet temperature and higher average heat extraction. When
increasing depth, the authors suggested that the economical side of the system has to be
considered [123,153]. Some authors [32,33,151] concluded that better performance in heat
extraction mode is achieved when circulating fluid flows down through the outer pipe and
flows back upward through the inner pipe, despite the borehole depth. Inlet temperature
does not have much effect on the performance of DBHE [30], but a larger temperature
difference between soil and circulating fluid increases heat transfer [29]. The inlet flow rate
affects heat transfer, so with a higher flow rate, the outer temperature declines and thermal
power increases, so it is necessary to find the optimum between pressure drop (pumping
power) and thermal performance [29,30,78].

When shallow systems are considered, there is a noticeable difference in energy piles
and shallow borehole or basket configurations. Depth, number, and distance between
energy piles are defined by the piles’ layout and building construction requirements. Ma-
terials used for pile construction are cast-in-situ concrete pile, prestressed high strength
concrete (PHC), and steel pile, while heat exchanger pipe material and layout are similar to
the vertical ground heat exchangers. Pipe arrangement can be classified as single or multi-
ple U-pipe, coaxial pipe, and helical pipe [51]. Most reported energy piles’ investigations
include piles with depths from 10 to 30 m and diameters from 0.3 to 0.9 m [49].

A numerical study conducted on a shallow vertical 20-m-deep U-pipe configuration
showed that the influence of pipe thermal conductivity diminished for values above
2 W m−1 K−1 and that multiple U-pipe solution with cross-connection is preferred over
a single U-tube or parallel pipe configuration [101]. Several case studies confirmed the
potential of a simple coil configuration for GHE application [84,155]. Helical coils are
usually made of HDPE pipes with an outer diameter ranging from 22 to 32 cm with a
total pipe length from 40 to 110 m [83,84,155]. Aspect ratio expressed as a ratio of installed
length and coil diameter ranges from 1 to 30. A numerical model of the helical coil was
developed by Agbossou et al. [82] to investigate operating modes and heat exchanger
spacing. The authors used a 3.14 long exchanger with a coil diameter of 1 m (HDPE pipe).
Results showed that intermittent operation is advisable to limit thermal saturation of the
ground, while the minimal spacing between two adjacent heat exchangers should be four
times larger than the diameter for the line and square configuration and six times larger in
case of hexagonal configuration.

Considering DX-GSHP, the usual configuration considers a double or triple U-pipe
whose borehole depth of heat exchangers varies between 10 and 30 m and the diameter
between 112 and 300 mm. The borehole pipes must be well designed so that the mini-
mum refrigerant velocity is sufficient to return the oil to the compressor. On the other
hand, the pressure drop should be below the recommended limits. The critical pipe is
the ascending leg of BHE. The minimum refrigerant velocity for this section is 7 m s−1.
The material of the pipe is copper in the range of 12 to 19 mm of outer diameter. In some
cases, the descending leg with more content of liquid has a smaller diameter compared to
the ascending leg with more content of vapor [88]. Higher exergy efficiency was achieved
for space heating domestic hot water by using an expander compared to an expansion
valve in a horizontal configuration of DX-GSHP [39]. Slinky horizontal and vertical config-
urations with DX-GSHP achieved 8% and 12% better EER compared to conventional air
conditioning, respectively [40].
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5.3. Working Fluids

In ground-to-air heat exchangers, outside air is heated or cooled by exchanging heat
with the underground. An increase in the airflow rate in pipes increases the cooling
capacity but lowers the heat exchanger effectiveness [93]. A similar effect related to the
air velocity is found by other researchers when thermal performance was analyzed [59].
An increase in air velocity increases the heat transfer rate and pressure drop. By analyzing
the coefficient of performance (COP), defined as heating/cooling capacity and fan power,
it was demonstrated that an increase of the air velocity from 1 to 4 m s−1 almost halves the
COP value from 0.92 to 0.57, due to increased fan power [107]. Lin et al. [110] compared
the long-term performance of heat exchangers in soils with different moisture content.
For systems with low air velocity (0.51 m s−1), the difference in extracted energy was
less than 5% between dry and saturated conditions. By increasing the air velocity to
4 m s−1, the difference is increased to 46.4% in the heating and 42.4% in the cooling
operation. An often disregarded aspect of using outside air as working fluid is possible
latent heat exchange occurring in pipes, which can cancel the positive effects of sensible
heat transfer [156].

It is also possible to direct the working substance directly to the BHE. Various re-
frigerants have been investigated as working fluid in DX-GSHP. At the beginning of the
application, researchers started with CFC (R11 and R12), followed by HCFC (R22) and
HFC (R134a, R410A, and R407C) refrigerant. Today, studies mainly use natural refrig-
erants, CO2, due to the risk of environmental pollution. Compared to HFC refrigerants
like R134a, R410A, R407C, and R1234yf and HCFC-22, CO2 requires smaller pipe dimen-
sions, mass flow rate, and four to seven times less power for circulation at the required
capacity [36,99,157]. The transient coupled model is developed to describe subcritical and
transcritical cycles under various controls and building loads [37].

Most systems use heat carriers in a secondary loop. They have the essential task of
transferring heat from the ground to the heat pump system and vice versa. The most
commonly used heat carrier in a BHE is water [95]. Its low price and relatively good
thermal properties meet the set criteria in most cases. The problem occurs under the cold
temperatures under 0 ◦C when water starts to freeze. If those conditions are possible, water-
glycol mixtures are used in horizontal, shallow, and vertical GHE systems. Propylene glycol
is prioritized over ethylene due to lower toxicity, and calcium or sodium chloride solutions
could also be used, but are less frequent [121,126]. Calcium chloride as a working fluid
positively affects the GHE performance compared to the propylene and ethylene glycol
mixtures with similar freezing temperatures [101]. As the properties of the pure secondary
fluids are very well known, the emphasis of this paper is on the newer nanoparticle fluids
and other interesting heat carrier solutions, for example, non-Newtonian fluids, which are
simulated by Valizadeh et al. [158]. They investigated the heat transfer characteristics and
pressure drop of non-Newtonian turbulent flow in spiral tubes.

Technological advances in the field of heat transfer led to rapid improvement of the
heating apparatus, as researchers started adding nanoparticles to the base fluid to improve
heat transfer. This combination of nanoparticles in the base fluid is called nanofluid. It is
not easy to correctly choose the combination of base and nanoparticles [95]. Many pa-
rameters affect the choice, and some of them are thermal conductivity, viscosity, density,
and specific heat [95,121]. Researchers discovered that adding the nanoparticles to the
base fluid improves the thermal conductivity of the mixture by the phenomena of liquid
layering at the fluid particle interface, Brownian motion, thermal diffusion, and cluster
agglomeration [121,159]. Increasing the share of nanoparticles results in a greater pressure
drop, and exit temperature (heating); increased viscosity, shear stress, and density; and re-
duced pipe length compared to the base fluid [95,121,159,160]. Six different nanoparticles
in different volumetric concentrations with water as a base fluid were investigated by
Tarodiya et al. [95] to determine the benefits of their incorporation in terms of reducing the
total length of a borehole, optimal flow, pressure drop, etc. Nanofluid with graphite-based
nanoparticles showed the best results by minimizing the pipe length and pressure drop.
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The study confirmed that the positive effects of nanofluids decrease by reducing the differ-
ence between inlet and soil temperature as well as with the increase in flow rate. Benefits
are more pronounced with an increase in pipe radius and borehole depth. The impact of
CuO nanoparticles diameter and sphericity in a water solution on the thermal performance
of GSHE was numerically investigated by Du et al. [119]. Six different particle sizes in
two shapes, spherical and rod, were compared by the performance efficiency coefficient
defined as a ratio of heat transferred by the nanofluid compared to pure water, divided by
the ratio of pressure drop of nanofluid and water. Spherical nanoparticles with a 40 nm
radius showed the best results. Larger particles sedimented at the bottom of the borehole
faster, after only several hours of system shutdown, but were washed out after only several
minutes from restarting the process [161]. Graphite nanoplatelets can also be dispersed
in a propylene glycol/water mixture. Taverniera et al. [121] experimentally tested four
different wt% of functionalized graphene nanoplatelets in a 30:70 wt% base fluid. Results
showed a maximum increase in heat transfer coefficient at the 20 ◦C for 0.75 wt% concen-
tration of nanoparticles. By incorporating the pressure drop into the analysis, the best
results were obtained by 0.5 wt%. Kapıcıoğlu and Essen [103] examined Al2O3/ethylene
glycol–water mixture (25% concentration ratio of ethylene glycol) in a horizontal ground
heat exchanger. Tested nanoparticle concentrations were 0.1% and 0.2% in both U-type and
spiral GHE. The nanofluid with a particle concentration of 0.1% showed a performance
increase of 19% compared to the base fluid in a U-tube GHE and 21% in a spiral GHE.
Improvements in heat transfer were 2% and 3.2%, and in COP increased by 2.5% and 3%
for U-tube and spiral GHE, respectively. A higher concentration of 0.2% showed worse
results, probably due to greater required pumping power. If, after excluding the fluids
that do not meet the set requirements, several options remain, it is necessary to conduct
an economic analysis. When water is used, the capital costs of the heat carrier are around
3 € m−1, while, for example, nanofluid with copper raises the price interval to 4–10 € m−1

for nanoparticle concentrations in the range 0.1–1% [124]. After choosing the appropriate
fluid, it is important to correctly determine its flow rate. Hydraulic assessment will find a
balance between thermal efficiency and operating costs that both increase with increasing
flow. Greater thermal efficiency means lower initial costs [109].

6. Conclusions

Geothermal energy is a widely available, constant source of renewable energy that has
great potential as an alternative source of energy in achieving global energy sustainability
and environmental protection. When heating or cooling of the buildings is considered,
a ground heat exchanger (GHE) is the most important component for efficient system
performance. Several different options of GHEs are recognized based on the type of in-
stallation: horizontal, vertical, shallow, and DX systems. For the investigation of GHEs,
numerical simulations are the most common type of study, followed by field and laboratory
experiments and analytical studies where the ratio of numerical versus experimental is in
close relation to the simplicity and cost of the application of the GHE system. Numerical
studies mostly investigate the performance of GHE for stationary or semi-transient con-
ditions. When the dynamic or transient simulation is conducted, additional conclusions
can be made. For example, the pipe material in horizontal GHE systems has a negligible
influence on thermal performance based on stationary conditions, while transient analysis
showed that the pipe material has a great impact on soil thermal saturation. It is also noted
that most of the studies investigate only the thermal performance of GHE, and conclusions
could be misleading, as thermal performance and pump/fan power are differently affected
by fluid velocity, pipe diameter, pipe length, pipe roughness, etc. Common components of
all GHE are working fluids, pipes (dimensions, materials, and arrangement), and backfill
and grouting materials, which are, at the same time, parameters that can be improved
to achieve better thermal performance. Thermal performance improvement of GHE can
be done by addressing influential factors, but some limitations have to be considered.
One of the most important limitations is the availability and price of material because
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if the cost is not justified from an economical point of view, there is no point in using it.
Other limitations, such as environmental impact, durability, and feasibility, should also
be considered.

The first assumption when comparing results of different papers is that they are pro-
cessed in the prescribed manner. As seen in the performance indicators section, this is not
the case. In contrast, many similar parameters that describe the operation of the system
are used. Another problem is the assignment of the same name to differently defined
parameters. A well-known example is the inconsistent definition of the coefficient of perfor-
mance (COP), where certain authors do not consider the operational power consumption
of pumps or fans. Some authors are neglecting the importance of the economic feasibility
of system performance in their analyses and focus exclusively on thermal performance.
Although from the technological point of view, those studies yield the best results, for the
wide application of the new technology, a competent techno-economic analysis is needed.

Improving the thermal conductivity of the grouting improves heat transfer from the
soil to the working fluid. Apart from good thermal conductivity, grouting has to have low
permeability and good self-sealing properties and has to ensure the mechanical stability of
the BHE. On the other hand, improving grouting should be done carefully and economically
(it is very important to include the cost of material in the analysis), because improving
thermal conductivity can lead to higher capital cost, and the thermal performance of GHE
cannot be improved unlimitedly. Grouting improvement exhibits an asymptotic effect on
thermal performance, and in some cases can even degrade performance (due to thermal
short-circuit on U-tube BHE). Most studies in recent years have focused on modern PCM
materials compared to conventional bentonite and cement mixtures. Used as latent thermal
energy storage, PCM reduces annular and surrounding soil temperature fluctuations,
which positively affects GHE performance.

As for the working fluids, refrigerants in direct expansion systems show better thermal
performance than working fluids in indirect systems. Traditionally, in indirect systems,
water is the preferred GSHE working fluid due to its high thermal properties, negligible
environmental impact, and low price. At low temperatures, the working fluid must not
freeze, which is why the water is replaced (mixed), usually with glycol mixtures. Most
of the new studies are focused on nanofluids, a combination of nanoparticles in the base
fluid. They show improved thermal properties with very low concentrations of 0.1 wt%
and are rarely used in concentrations greater than 1 wt%. Although nanofluids show great
potential in thermal performance, their negative sides (higher pressure drop, higher price,
and loosing of nanofluids due to a leakage) limit wider use.

Pipes for GHE should be chemically stable (copper tubes for direct expansion systems),
corrosion-resistant, and easy to use with good thermal conductivity. Improving the depth
and heat exchange area of GHE improves the stability and performance of GHE, but at the
same time increases capital and operational cost and raises the question of the long-term
stability of the ground. When construction improvements of pipes are made, it is important
to analyze hydraulic and pressure characteristics, which can often present substantial
limitations. Choosing the right pipe material can improve the performance of GHE and
reduce installation costs. Depending on the type of heat exchanger, improving the thermal
conductivity of pipe material can improve the performance of GHE (horizontal configura-
tions, vertical configurations,) or does not have a significant impact on performance and
only increases investment (EAHE, the outer tube of DBHE).

As for the design of horizontal GHE systems, greater spacing between pipes, advanced
multi-tube configurations or spiral configuration, secondary coating soil, and moisture
retention improve the thermal performance of GHE. The depth of the installation is an
influential parameter only if there is a significant difference in ground properties. Seasonal
temperature variations do not significantly affect the performance of GHE in shallow soil.
Shallow GHE systems including energy piles and basket configurations are becoming more
popular due to more stable underground conditions and more cost-effective installation
than vertical configurations. Coil configurations have a larger pressure drop, but that can be
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compensated for by larger inner pipe diameter and a coil diameter of spiral configuration.
The effect of helix pitch is negligible.

New advancements considering vertical GHE systems try to further improve classical
U-tube arrangements by using various new geometries and fins to improve thermal per-
formance and reduce the length of the borehole, thus reducing high drilling costs, which
can make the technology of GSHP even more commercially available. The relatively new
application of deep borehole heat exchangers has shown great potential, as they offer better
performance than shallow BHE. Correctly choosing the fluid flow rate, an inlet temperature
of the fluid, increasing the insulation of the inner pipe and insulating the outer pipe near
the ground, increasing the depth of the borehole, and correctly choosing the diameter ratio
is the key to a better and more efficient performance of DBHE. To avoid high drilling costs,
revitalization of abandoned and depleted oil and gas wells is suggested.

The use of direct expansion systems is limited compared to indirect configurations,
although their energy efficiency performances are better than conventional heat pump
systems. In the scientific literature, the justification of the DX systems has not been
investigated in detail. Apart from Ndiaye [88], DX shortcomings were not covered in the
recent literature. Refrigerant charging is much higher compared to secondary systems.
Possible refrigerant leakage and ground oil pollution are serious ecological problems. BHE
size selection for achieving the recommended refrigerant velocity, which ensures oil return
to the compressor, partial work of compressor, and refrigerant flow distribution for parallel
connection of the DX BHEs are only some of the challenges needing solutions before the
widespread use of DX systems.

The literature review shows different ways to improve the thermal performance of
different GHE types. Still, common configurations in terms of material, pipe diameters,
and working fluids are dominant due to practical reasons (available commercial products,
confidence in sizing, etc.). A major consideration that needs to be addressed when the
novel design is suggested is the applicability of this design to commonly used sizing and
building simulation tools. Currently, only commercially available tools for conventional
vertical borehole heat exchangers are compared and analyzed in detail. Another area of
further research is operational parameters and optimal control of GHE systems that are
strongly linked with in-situ underground thermal properties and building loads. In this
review, only design aspects are analyzed, but as previously mentioned, a comparison of
GHE design based only on thermal performance can be misleading, especially if GHE is
coupled to the heat pump system. For further optimization and improvement of GHE
design, new investigations should involve investment and operational costs and influence
of operational parameters.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviation Full title
BHE Borehole Heat Exchanger
CFC Chlorofluorocarbons
COP Coefficient of Performance
CSP Coefficient of System Performance
DBHE Deep Borehole Heat Exchanger
DX-GSHP Direct Expansion Ground Source Heat Pump
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EAHE Earth to Air Heat Exchanger
GAHE Ground to Air Heat Exchanger
GCHP Ground Coupled Heat Pump
GHE Ground Heat Exchanger
GHSP Ground Source Heat Pump
HAGHE Horizontal Air to Ground Heat Exchanger
HCFC Hydrochlorofluorocarbons
HDPE High-Density Polyethylene
HFC Hydrofluorocarbons
HGHE Horizontal Ground Heat Exchanger
HP Heat Pump
LDPE Low-Density Polyethylene
TPDF Thermal performance deterioration factor
PB Polybutylene
PCM Phase Change Materials
PCT Phase Change Temperature
PE Polyethylene
PEC Performance Efficiency Coefficient
PHC Prestressed High Strength Concrete
PP Polypropylene
PU Polyurethane
PVC Polyvinylchloride
TRST Thermal Response Step Test
TRT Thermal Response Test
VGHE Vertical Ground Heat Exchanger
VIT Vacuum Insulated Tubing
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